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Abstract. The paper deals with a new type of vibrations exciters whose operation is based on 
the forces developed by permanent magnets interacting between input and output members. 
Classification and some diagrams of vibrations exciters are presented. Mathematical models of 
one-dimensional vibrations exciters are set up. In cases when mean velocities of the magnets of 
input member and output member are equal and when velocity of an output member magnet is 
lower than that of an input member, dynamics is studied by means of approximate analytic 
methods. More complicated cases are studied by means of numerical methods. Estimated 
dynamic characteristics of the system, its established peculiarities and properties make it 
possible to apply the mentioned exciters to some technological processes. 
 
Keywords: magnetic vibrations exciters, dynamic characteristics, stability. 
 
1. Introduction  
 
One of two-coordinate mechanical vibrations generators (MVG) in which the vibrations 
process is excited by means of permanent magnets is being dealt with. 
MVG (Fig.1) consists of input member 1, output member 2, and two elastic couplings 3 and 
4. The latter restrict the motion of output member 2 along α and y coordinates. Permanent 
magnets fixed on input and output members at a uniform step lie on parallel surfaces. When the 
magnets are shifted the static equilibrium state of input member 1 is along axis OY at distance 
L. 
Input member 1 can turn at angle φ, while an output member can do it at angle α and may 
move linearly in the direction of axis OY. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of MVG based on interaction of permanent magnets 
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Differential equations of the system (Fig.1) are the following: 
 
ϕαϕϕϕ MMyLfI m =−− − )(ɺɺ , 
ααααϕα ααα MHCMyLfI m =++−+ − ɺɺɺ )( , 
yyymy FyHyCFyLfym =++−− ɺɺɺ )( ,     (1) 
 
here Iφ and Iα - moments of inertia of input 1 and output 2 members, respectively; 
L – distance from the origin of coordinates to the input member magnets in the OY axis 
direction; 
y – distance from the origin of coordinates to the output member magnets in the OY axis 
direction; 
mMyLf )( −−αϕ  - moment of magnetic forces generated between members 1 and 2 (Fig.2); 
my FyLf )( −  - magnetic force acting member 2 along coordinate y (Fig. 2); 
)( yLf −−αϕ , )( yLf y −  - dimensionless functions describing variation of the distance 
between magnets (Fig. 3); 
Fy - external force acting member 2 along coordinate y;  
α, φ, y - generalized coordinates; 
m - mass of member 2;  
ϕM , αM  - external moments acting members 1 and 2, respectively; 
Cα and Cy - factors of stiffness of elastic couplings 3 and 4, respectively; 
Hα and Hy - coefficients of external friction [1]. 
When Ly <  , functions )( yLf −−αϕ  and )( yLf y −  may be approximated by segments 
of a line: 
 
ybayLf ∗∗− +=− ϕϕαϕ )( , 
ybayLf yyy ∗∗ +=− )( ,       (2) 
 
where ∗∗∗∗ yy baba ,,, ϕϕ  are constant values depending on L. 
We assume approximately that: 
 
)(sin αϕ −= nMM mam , 
)(cos αϕ −= nFF mam ,       (3) 
 
here maF  and maM  - amplitudes of magnetic forces and the moments, respectively. 
Having evaluated (2) and (3) we can approximate: 
 
)(sin)()( αϕϕϕαϕ −+=−− nybaMyLf m , 
)(cos)()( αϕ −+=− nybaFyLf yymy .     (4) 
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Fig. 2. Graphs of variation of magnetic forces (a) and the moments (b) 
 
 
  
Fig. 3. Graphs of variation of functions )( yLf −−αϕ  and )( yLf y −  [2] 
 
Having evaluated (4), the following form of equations (1) is obtained: 
 
*)(sin)( ϕϕϕ αϕϕ Mnyba =−+− ∗∗ɺɺ , 
*2 )(sin)( αϕϕαα αϕααα Mnybahp =−++++ ɺɺɺ ,  
*2 )(cos)( yyyyy Fnybayhypy =−+−++ αϕɺɺɺ ,     (5) 
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where a, b, n, p, h are constants. 
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Case 1: 
 
tωϕ = , 0=y ,        (7) 
 
and a differential equation of motion is: 
 
*2 )(sin αϕαα αωααα Mtnahp =−+++ ɺɺɺ .     (8) 
 
The steady regime is sought approximately by an analytic method [3]. 
When damping is high and amplitudes of the steady statevibrations is low, then: 
 
ααα ~+≈ ,         (9) 
 
where α  and α~  are slowly and rapidly varying quantities, respectively. 
From (8, 9) a linear differential equation is set up for rapidly varying α~  , assuming that α  
is a constant: 
 
0)(sin~~~ 2 =−+++ αωααα ϕαα tnahp ɺɺɺ .     (10) 
 
Equation (10) yields: 
 
)](cos)(sin)([)(])([
~ 2222
2222 αωωαωωωω
α αα
αα
ϕ −+−−−
+−
= tnhntnnp
hnnp
a
. (11) 
 
Referring to (8, 9) a differential equation of a slow motion is the following: 
 
*2 )~(sin αϕαα ααωααα Mtnahp =−−+++ ɺɺɺ ,    (12) 
 
where a bar over a sinusoidal represents the averaging according to t. 
Restricting to the straight-line, expanding )~(sin ααω −−tn  by a power series it is 
obtained: 
*
2222
2
2
})(])({[2 αα
αϕ
αα ωω
ω
ααα M
hnnp
hna
hp =
+−
−++ ɺɺɺ ,   (13) 
 
where under the steady regime: 
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2222 )(])([)(2
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ω
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p
M
hnnp
hn
p
a
+
+−
= .     (14) 
 
It implies that (14) is shifted approximately along angle α  along axis Oα in a positive 
direction by an average constant 0>α , i.e. along the sense of rotation of angle ϕ and it 
vibrates harmonically α~  around that state. 
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Let us examine how the analyzed vibrating systems change, how the state of (8) and (15) is 
coordinated in the phase plane when: 
 
1.0=αh ; 5.0
2 =αp ; 5.0=ϕa . 
)sin(2 αωααα ϕαα −=++ tahp ɺɺɺ       (15) 
 
Fig. 4 presents typical phase trajectories of the motion of system (15) at different values of ω . 
 
        
                  a)                    b)                                                   c) 
  
        
                  d)                                                      e)                                                    f) 
 
 
    
         g)                                        h) 
Fig. 4. Phase trajectories of the motion of system (15): a) 2=ω ; b) 6.1=ω ; c) 2.1=ω ; d) 1=ω ;  
e) 8.0=ω ; f) 6.0=ω ; g) 4.0=ω ; h) 2.0=ω  
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It is evident that changing ω  single-harmonic (Fig. 4 a), poly-harmonic (Fig. 4 b, c, e, f. g, 
h) and chaotic Fig. 4 d) regimes settle down. 
Puankare diagram (Fig. 5) illustrates a general state of system (15). 
 
 
Fig. 5. Puankare diagram where
4α ′ and 8α ′ correspond to system’s frequency 4.0=ω  (Fig. 4 (g)) 
 
Case 2: 
 
tωϕ = , 0≠y          (16) 
 
When damping is high and amplitudes of the steady statevibrations is low, then equations (5, 
6) are examined jointly. 
Analogically, (9) is assumed as: 
 
ααα ~+= , yyy ~+= .        (17) 
 
Having evaluated (17), equations (5, 6) acquire the following forms: 
 
0)(sin)(~~~ 2 =−++++ αωααα ϕϕαα tnybahp ɺɺɺ , 
0)(cos)(~~~ 2 =−+−++ αωtnybayhypy yyyy ɺɺɺ ,    (18) 
 
*2 )~(sin)]~([ αϕϕαα ααωααα Mtnyybahp =−−+++++ ɺɺɺ , 
*2 )~(cos)]~([ yyyyy Ftnyybayhypy =−−++−++ ααωɺɺɺ .   (19) 
 
In the case of a rapid motion equations (18) yield: 
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)](sin)(cos[~ αωαωωα αα
α
ϕϕ −∆−−
+
= tntnhn
D
yba
, 
)](sin)(cos[~ αωωαω −+−∆+= tnhntn
D
yba
y yy
y
yy
,  (20) 
 
where 22222 )()( ααα ωω hnnpD +−= , 22222 )()( yyy hnnpD ωω +−= , 
222 ωαα np −=∆ , 
222 ωnp yy −=∆ .     (21) 
In equations (19) confining to the linear terms of a power series according to α~  expansion, 
after averaging it is obtained: 
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The obtained expressions (20) and (22) indicate that along the coordinates α and y motions 
consist of constant y,α  and varying y~,~α  parts. 
 
2. Experimental research  
 
Experiments have been made on the stand (Fig. 1) whose input member 1 and output 
member 2 carry 8 permanent magnets each. Magnet poles N and S are laid alternately, i.e. 
uniform poles are in 4 ( 4=n ). Coercive force of magnets is NP 3.37=  [4]. The moment of 
inertia of an input link is 20016.0 kgmI =α , that of the output link 20058.0 kgmI =ϕ , output 
link mass kgm 2.2= . The space between the magnets fixed on the input and output links is 
mm2=∆ . Stiffness coefficients of elastic couplings are 
m
kNC y 451= ; 
m
kNC 7.4=α . 
Experimental research has been carried out by varying the position between input and 
output links along their common rotating axis, i.e. varying the overlapping degree of input and 
output members and varying rotation frequency ω  of an input member [5]. 
Some experimental research results are given in Fig. 6. 
It is quite evident that harmonic is prevailing, its frequency is 
2
ωn
 ( 4=n  – number of 
uniform magnet poles) i.e. its frequency is twofold lower than that of the excitation. It indicates 
that parametric vibrations take place in the system. These vibrations are described by equation 
of Mathieu which may be derived from (8) analyzing its homogeneous expression and 
underestimating external damping [6]: 
 
0)2cos2( =−+′′ ατα qu ,       (23) 
 
here 
τ
α
α
d
d
=′ ; 
2
tnω
τ = ; u, q – constant parameters of the vibrating system. 
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22





=
ω
α
n
p
u ; 2
2
ω
ϕ
n
a
q = . 
Dissemination of the linerized part of eq. (8) by the gradual series according to α , gives: 
 
*2 cossin αϕϕαα ωαωααα Mtnnatnahp =−+++ ɺɺɺ     (24) 
 
The main homogeneous equation of the steady state: 
 
0)cos( 2 =++ αωα ϕα tnnapɺɺ       (25) 
 
here α
ω
α ′′




= t
n
22
ɺɺ . 
 
                        
          a)                                  b) 
 
 
     c) 
Fig. 6. Frequency spectrum of output member rotating vibrations when a) Hz20=ω ; b) Hz30=ω ;  
c) Hz40=ω  
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Then stability of such a system depends on the values of parameters u and q and it is 
expressed by Ince-Streett diagram. When the values of parameter q are moderate, stability 
conditions may be expressed in the following way: 
 
qbq −<<+ 11        (26) 
 
With an increase in ω  both parameters u and q decline. Ratio of both parameters 
22 α
ϕ
p
na
u
qk ==  remains constant. The state of the system (either stable or unstable) depends on 
the position of the point on line kuq = because with an increase in ω  the stable and unstable 
zones replace each other in series [7]. 
 
3. Conclusions 
 
This research has indicated that mechanical vibrations exciters based on the interaction of 
permanent magnets can be applied to excitation of various regimes, such as: 
• harmonic, 
• poly-harmonic, 
• chaotic. 
In the system of constant parameters the vibrations regimes are changed by changing the 
system excitation frequency ω . 
When damping is high and amplitudes of the steady statevibrations is low, equation (14) is 
shifted approximately along angle α  along axis Oα in a positive direction by an average 
constant 0>α , i.e. along the sense of rotation of angle ϕ and it vibrates harmonically α~  
around that state. 
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